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Editorial

Welcome back to 2011, which looks like another busy year for PACFA and our Member
Associations. December and January are normally quieter months of the year, but this has
not been the case for PACFA!
The President’s report is on page 4, and provides an overview of the work of PACFA over the last
month. The year ahead is also sketched, as the Board has been planning for implementation
of the Strategic Plan in our various committees.
The Register Committee report is on page 6 with the good news from Belinda Gilbert, Register Chair, that
the Register internal audit is nearing completion. The internal audit has been carried out so that PACFA is
ready for the external audit organised by Medibank Private to ensure that our Registrants meet Register
requirements.
The Ethics Committee report is on page 7 with the news of Professional Conduct panel training on February
20th. Elisabeth Shaw, Chair of the Ethics Committee, also provides readers with important information on the
role of Health Care Complaints Commissions in investigating complaints against unregistered practitioners.
The extent of the January floods in Queensland was shocking. Many lives, homes and businesses were lost
or damaged. There was widespread media coverage of the extent of the disaster and widespread concern
about the impact of the floods. Councils and Lifeline Queensland implemented the Queensland Government’s
Community Recovery response. The information sent out to PACFA’s Member Associations during the early
stages of the flood can be found on page 8. Read about PACFA’s response on page 9, which included making
contact with the NSW and Victorian governments as the floods spread into these states. This shocking
disaster has shown that the PACFA Register is an important resource to support government and NGO
responses with Community Recovery.
Kaalii Cargill has opened up a new forum in eNews, Collective Voices, to explore themes and myths in
PACFA. See her ideas about what the forum could publish on page 10.
There are many interesting advertisements in eNews from page 11 on. A very important ad in this edition is
for the Executive Officer of PACFA. We have had a good response to our online advertising of this position.
Applications close February 17th.
2011 is the year of the World Congress of Psychotherapy international conference “World Dreaming” to be
held in Sydney on 24 – 28 August. Sophie Holmes has been the PACFA representative on the conference
committee as PACFA is an official sponsor. This is a very important conference for Australia. Abstracts are
due in 24th February. We are urging Member Associations to submit abstracts so that you can represent your
modalities and specialisations. Details for the conference can be found on page 16.
Letters to the Editor responding to news items in this issue of eNews are welcome.

Professor Ione Lewis
PACFA President
natpres@pacfa.org.au
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President’s Report
There is so much going on in PACFA, internally and externally, that that we have many items
to report on our activity in January!
1. Provision of volunteer Registrants to Lifeline Queensland for the flood response
We are no longer seeking further volunteers, as Lifeline is able to cover their Community
Recovery centre shifts with the current volunteers. Many Registrants from other states
have volunteered to assist in Queensland, however it has not been necessary to call
upon their assistance. It’s been wonderful to receive so many expressions of interest in
volunteering from PACFA registrants, as outlined in the article on PACFA’s response to
the floods on page 9.

PACFA received an update from Lifeline Queensland on 28th January:

·

Thank you for the continued support of your members. We ran a Psychological First Aid (PFA) training
workshop yesterday to prepare more professionals to undertake work in community recovery and outreach.
The workshop had seventy participants which is by far the largest we have ever run for PFA. When
added to those that have attended the two induction sessions last week this brings the number of new
Community Recovery officers in the Brisbane area to something in excess of one hundred and twenty.
These figures would have been impossible without the support of organisations such as PACFA. Because of the
extraordinary response and willingness of professionals to get involved we believe that we now have sufficient
numbers to handle the immediate crisis and therefore we do not need to run another induction on Monday.
It was both a humbling and invigorating experience for those of us already involved in the recovery effort to
see a group of professionals after one of the induction sessions when presented with a list of unfilled shifts at
Recovery Centres, queuing up to put their names down and filling every shift. A longer term benefit of this boost
to Community Recovery numbers will be to provide a much wider base to draw upon in future disaster situations.
It is likely that we will be running a further PFA workshop in the medium term and I will forward you details of that
when available.
Once again please pass on my thanks to your members for their continued support and cooperation.
Warm Regards
Lifeline Queensland

PACFA will be preparing a draft Disaster Response policy based on the learning from the Queensland floods
which will be presented at the March Council meeting for discussion.
2. The PACFA Research Committee chaired by Dr Sally Hunter is holding its first meeting with external members
Associate Professor Robert King (University of Queensland), Dr Frances Mackay (University of Canberra)
and a consumer representative on February 28th in Sydney. There is an ambitious agenda for this meeting
to facilitate the PACFA strategic objectives moving forward in 2011, including the appointment of a Research
Officer to review the evidence based literature on the effectiveness of the main counselling and psychotherapy
modalities represented by PACFA.
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3. The 6th World Congress of Psychotherapy World Dreaming is to be held in Sydney on 24 – 28th August.
PACFA has a grant from the Mental Health Council of Australia to provide financial assistance for Indigenous
counsellors, psychotherapists, consumers and carers to attend this international conference. PACFA will be
emailing MAs and Registrants with further details on how to apply for conference support in the next few
weeks. We also encourage Indigenous counsellors and psychotherapists to submit abstracts for conference
presentations.
4. Department of Health and Ageing have called for submissions on their discussion paper Flexible Care Packages
for People with Severe Mental Illness. The discussion paper concerns the Access to Allied Psychological Services
component of the better outcomes in mental health Care Program.
PACFA will be making a submission to DOHA in line with PACFA’s Mental Health policy. The basis for PACFA making
submissions on such government discussion papers is our Constitution. The Objects of our Constitution state that
the role of PACFA is:
to represent the views of Member Associations on standards and practice issues, to the community
and to government agencies (3.3.4).
Therefore we invite MAs to access the Discussion Paper at http://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/
content/mental-boimhc-ataps-cons and send your comments to natpres@pacfa.org.au by 9th February 2011.
5. The Register Audit
Belinda Gilbert Register Committee Chair reports on the progress on the PACFA internal register audit on
page 6. On behalf of the PACFA Board, I would like to thank Belinda and the committee for outstanding work
coordinating the audit. The Office staff has done an amazing job in implementing the audit. This is a first for
PACFA’s Register which will allow us to move on with the Medibank Private external audit.
Medibank Private is arranging for an independent auditor to assess the PACFA Register against our Register
requirements in March. We have supplied Medibank Private with the PACFA Professional Training Standards
and Register Standards for Clinical and Provisional listings, and signed a statutory declaration that the
Register is conducted in accordance with these requirements.
6. We have advertised the Executive Officer position online (advertisement on page 12) and many interested
applicants have made enquiries. We will be interviewing in February once applications close on February 17th.
7. The PACFA Professional Practice Committee, made up of the Ethics, Register, Education Program Accreditation
and Training Standards Committee chairs, meets for the first time as a constitutional committee on 5th
February. There are many items for discussion including the draft revisions to Training Standards documents,
the training day for the Professional Conduct panel, and the Strategic Plan priorities for each committee.
8. The PACFA Board meets on 26th and 27th February to plan for the March Council meeting and ensure our
strategic priorities are being implemented successfully across all portfolios.
I look forward to meeting many of you at the March Council Meeting, to be held in Melbourne.

Professor Ione Lewis
PACFA President
natpres@pacfa.org.au
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Register Committee Report

The PACFA internal audit has continued to be the main focus of activity for the Register
Committee during January. The cut off date for Registrants’ information was extended
to 31st January and by now most information has been received.
All information submitted by MAs has been audited as round 1. MAs have been advised of each members
status and where necessary further documentary evidence has been sought.
We are attempting to be as inclusive as possible. However, to ensure that we have the best possible chance
for a successful outcome from the Medibank Private independent audit, we do need to ensure that the
integrity of the Register is maintained.
While there will be some Registrants whose files do not show enough evidence to meet the Register standards
for now, we will continue to assist them to gather the necessary documents or provide support in meeting
these requirements.
Assuming PACFA is successful in obtaining provider numbers for Registrants through the Medibank Private
audit, it is important to understand that there will continue to be an ongoing process for regularly updating
Register information with Medibank Private. As Registrants become eligible they will be included in the
provision of provider numbers.
I would like to express my appreciation to Julia, Nilu and Caroline in the PACFA office for their enormous
commitment to this process. They have processed volumes of files and have tirelessly assisted MAs to work
through this complex task.

Belinda Gilbert
Chair PACFA Register Committee
natreg@pacfa.org.au
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Ethics Committee Report
The ethics committee has continued to resource a number of Member Associations
on curly ethical questions.
Further, we are investigating one complaint and have received another which
will be pursued. Of most importance this month is readying ourselves for the
long-coming training of the Profesional Conduct Panel applicants.
We hope to provide a training day on Feb. 20th and thus we will be doing a lot of preparation for this important
event. This group will become an important resource for supporting all those on the register and all MAs in
managing processes of ethical practice both responsibly and professionally.
Recently we received a letter from someone reporting a very negative experience of work with a nonregistered practitioner. Every so often we see this in the news as well. Ultimately the problem of people
practicing in the areas of counselling and psychotherapy without demonstrated competency or qualifications,
and then the impossibility of imposing sanctions against them, has reflected negatively on us all. You should
be aware that the HCCC now has powers to investigate and sanction unregistered practitioners (see the
PACFA or HCCC websites for details).
Further, if you work alongside unregistered practitioners, we would encourage you to enter into dialogue
about the benefits of joining an appropriate association of their choice in order to have the professional
support, benchmarking and status that can only benefit them in practice, as well as enhance the credibility
of us all in the community’s eyes.
Regulation of the profession is a key strategy in us becoming recognised for counselling and psychotherapy
and it behooves all of us to protect our professions moving forward. Of course PACFA continues to have
a role in educating the public about seeking a qualified professional before embarking on counselling and
psychotherapy.
The committee continues to value your feedback and dialogue about your experiences with ethical and
professional issues. This assists all PACFA members in the end.

Elisabeth Shaw
Chair of PACFA Ethics Committee
natethics@pacfa.org.au
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Queensland Flood Appeal
Dear Member Associations,
I am sure that all of us are concerned about the Queensland floods and the loss of lives and homes. Three quarters of
Queensland has been declared a disaster zone. We all know the psychosocial impacts of disasters.
What is PACFA doing?
PACFA has contacted our Queensland counselling and psychotherapy Member Associations to offer support and find out
their needs.
We have contacted Premier Anna Bligh by email with the Register listings for Queensland counsellors and
psychotherapists.
PACFA registrants in Queensland are emailing the Office to say how they are being affected by the floods.
What can I do?
You might also be asking ‘how can I help?’ A toll-free number has been set up by Volunteering Queensland for those
interested in volunteering or donating goods and services for the Queensland floods - 1800 994 100.
The disaster response
The Salvation Army has a 24 hour telephone counselling service Salvo Care Line to provide emotional support for people
affected by the floods service, call 1300 36 36 22. http://salvos.org.au/
Lifeline Community Recovery Officers are working on the ground in flood-ravaged regions of Queensland to
provide psychological and emotional support in the aftermath of the floods. http://www.lccq.org.au/
We have provided details of these services on PACFA’s Facebook and Twitter sites.
The press release from Anna Bligh’s Office on counseling services follows.
Ione Lewis
PACFA President
Premier and Minister for the Arts
The Honourable Anna Bligh
Wednesday, January 12, 2011
Specialist counseling teams deployed to Toowoomba and Lockyer Valley
Toowoomba and Lockyer Valley residents affected by flash flooding will have access to specialist counselling services
starting today.
Queensland Premier Anna Bligh said eight specialist counselling teams would be deployed to the area to offer emotional
support to residents living in the flood affected communities and further teams would be deployed in the days ahead.
“This is an unprecedented disaster which has brought a lot of heartbreak and distress,” the Premier said.
“Queenslanders have lost loved-ones and have been through traumatic and frightening experiences.”
“Some are anxiously awaiting news of loved-ones.”
The teams will be made up off of three specialist counsellors from Queensland Health who will be supported by
counsellors from the Department of Communities and Lifeline.
The teams will be based in Toowoomba and conduct outreach services into the Lockyer Valley.
“We know Queenslanders are showing great courage in dealing with the floods but no one expects them to do this alone.”
“We want to make sure support and help is available when and where it’s needed and that’s what the specialist
counselling teams are about.”
“The teams will be in close contact with police to make sure residents who need help, receive it,” the Premier said.
People in need of counseling services can also call the community recovery line on 1800 173 349 and they will be put in
touch with Lifeline.
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PACFA’s response to the floods
I am sure that all of us were shocked by the extent of the flooding throughout Australia in January. When the flooding initially began,
PACFA contacted our Queensland counselling and psychotherapy Member Associations to offer support and find out their needs.
Information on how to volunteer to assist with the Queensland floods was disseminated using our Facebook and Twitter sites. We used
them to disseminate useful information from Reachout and the Victorian Government. We also provided the links for crisis counselling
services provided by the Salvation Army and Lifeline. Social media reaches many people PACFA would not otherwise come in contact
with. It is an effective way to spread useful information in a disaster. On Facebook we have 184 viewers per day viewing our postings.
Twitter PACFOZ now has 31 followers and we are on 2 lists, Psychotherapy and Health and Medical.
PACFA contacted Queensland Premier Anna Bligh by email with the Register listings for Queensland counsellors and psychotherapists
and offered our support and thanks for the Queensland government response. We received the following reply from her office:
Thank you for your generous offer of assistance and your kind words of support in response to the recent floods that have
impacted on much of Queensland. I have been asked to respond to you on the Premier’s behalf.
We recommend that you consider contacting the State Disaster Coordination Centre at the Department of Community Safety via
sdcc@dcs.qld.gov.au to formally make your offer of assistance through the Disaster Management system.
Brisbane City Council is coordinating the clean-up effort in Brisbane. The link to their Volunteering Fact Sheet is
http://www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/#volunteer. You can also register and list your skills at Volunteering Queensland via
http://bit.ly/gIYYDz. You may experience difficulty accessing this site due to the large volume but please keep trying.
Outside Brisbane you may wish to contact councils directly, however, we would ask that you bear in mind the significant workloads
this event has placed on councils and recommend you make contact by email. You will find a list of council email addresses at
http://www.dip.qld.gov.au/council-email-list.html.
Many thanks again for your generosity in seeking to assist councils and the community.
PACFA followed up with the State Disaster Coordination Centre and we await their response.
Lifeline Queensland contacted PACFA on 19th January to ask for the names and contact details of Registrants willing to volunteer or
work as Community Recovery Officers as part of the Disaster Response. We emailed MAs and Registrants and received a very strong
response. 39 Registrants living in Queensland and 4 NSW Registrants near the border have responded. We have sent their contact
details and availability to Lifeline and many have been contacted to attend induction training in Brisbane. There is also the opportunity
for these Registrants to attend Lifeline’s accredited Disaster Recovery training. We have also had strong responses from 26 NSW, SA and
WA Registrants and have sent details on to Lifeline as a backup for the locally placed Registrants. It was wonderful to get all of those
emails in reply and we are still working through the emails we received!
As the floods proceeded to affect NSW and Victoria, PACFA contacted the NSW Premier Kristine Keneally and the Victorian Minister
for Mental Health, Women’s Services and Communities Mary Wooldridge. We received the following reply from Minister Wooldridge’s
office:
Thank you for your email this morning to Minister Wooldridge regarding the support of the Psychotherapy and Counselling
Federation of Australia to residents affected by the floods.
Your offer of assistance is greatly appreciated.
The list of professional counsellors and psychotherapists has been forwarded to the Emergency Management Unit of the
Department of Human Services.
Thank you again.
Office of the Minister for Mental Health, Women’s Affairs and Community Services.
We received the following reply from the Victorian Department of Health:
Your email to Minister Wooldridge has been passed to me for reply. Thankyou
so much for bringing your organisation and list of Victorian registrants
with PACFA to our attention. As you would be aware, the impact of the
floods is still unclear with some communities reaching the clean up stage
while others are still preparing and waiting for the waters to peak..
We are currently determining what additional psychosocial and community
supports might be needed, and how to best coordinate this.
I will keep your details to hand and be back in touch if I need further
information or discussion.
Mental Health, Drugs and Regions Division
It will be interesting to see how the link between Lifeline Queensland and PACFA unfolds in the weeks ahead when the full impact of
the disaster is experienced by flood affected residents and the wonderful outpouring of community support abates somewhat. PACFA’s
Register is an important part of Australia’s network of community resources for disaster response and recovery.
Professor Ione Lewis
PACFA President
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Collective Voices
is your forum for exploring
themes in PACFA
For example: one possible theme might be the myth
of PACFA’s origin, including birth or rebirth history,
parental images, utopian visions, etc. By exploring
these we can bring the meaning of these elements into
the organisation’s consciousness, much as a therapist
might explore family of origin themes with his or her
clients for the same reasons.
In individual work, a therapist might elicit history,
dreams, fantasy, relationship, and transference
material to help the client explore his or her inner world.
Collective Voices is a place where similar material can
be shared from individuals, subgroups, and intergroups
within PACFA in order to develop more understanding
of PACFA’s central myths, themes, and “inner world”.
This can take many forms:
• a dialogue like siblings might have about their
parents;
• an essay exploring collective patterns of behaviour;
• a short story about the outward play of the
organisational myths;
• a script for a drama about intra-organisational and
inter-organisational rivalries.
Counsellors and psychotherapists are accustomed
to listening, exploring, responding to and interpreting
clients’ fears, hopes, dreams, personal myths,
interpersonal dramas etc.
Collective Voices is a place for exploring the fears,
hopes, dreams, myths, and dramas of PACFA as
a collective to deepen our understanding of this
remarkable organisation that provides a meeting
place for 34 different associations and their members.
Submissions to this forum will be published in eNews
with minimal editing.
Please send submissions to natvp@pacfa.org.au
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CLASSIFIEDS
ROOM TO RENT
A beautiful furnished room is available for rent one or two days a week. Mondays and Saturdays.
Suitable for a therapist with a part time practise.
The room is situated in an Art Deco heritage building, the Valhalla cinema. The building was refurbished two years ago and now
houses a diverse population of business including psychotherapists, counsellors and allied health practitioners.
Location: Glebe, NSW. Further inquiries: Michele Rousseau 02 96600 965.

COUNSELLING ROOM AVAILABLE
Room set up as a conselling room available in multi-disciplinary clinic.
Daily rental, full reception, multi user Eftpos incorporating Health Fund rebates and text reminder service available.
Location: North Fitzroy, Victoria. Further inquiries: fitzroytherapeutics@hotmail.com

CLINIC MANAGER

PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY CLINIC
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Self motivated Clinic Manager
Part time position (0.6)
Flexible working hours
Located in Richmond Melbourne
Manage a successful and well established service with scope for development

The Victorian Association of Psychoanalytic Psychotherapists (VAPP) has operated  a psychoanalytic psychotherapy
Clinic for patients of limited financial means since 2008 in Richmond, Melbourne. The Clinic operates as a stand-alone
entity under the oversight of a Committee of Management. The Clinic Manager co-ordinates the work of 14 part-time
therapists, five case conference facilitators and a part-time administrative assistant. There are approximately 40
patients in treatment at any one time. The Clinic is collaborating with a Monash University research team to conduct
research on psychotherapy and the Manager participates in that research program.
We are seeking a person who will enjoy the challenge of overseeing a dynamic and stimulating work environment
encompassing a number of roles. The ideal candidate will be a hands-on manager who possesses excellent
communication and relationship skills and is familiar with small business systems. Experience in the health or
mental health field would be a significant benefit. An understanding and interest in psychoanalytic psychotherapy
would also be of advantage. The position is part-time with flexibility in working hours.
Other desirable attributes for this opportunity are:
¥ Previous experience in a Clinic environment
¥ Experience in small business systems
¥ Customer/client management skills
¥ Experience in working with stakeholder individuals and groups
¥ Experience in reporting to a board or committee
We would appreciate hearing from suitable applicants who would like to be considered for the position.
Please email your resume with a covering letter to:
JENNY HOWARD, Chair Glen Nevis Clinic, glen.nevis@mac.com
Alternatively telephone inquiries can be made on 03 94293387
page
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Executive Officer Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia
Industry:
Location:

Three year fixed term contract, three days per week.
Counselling and Psychotherapy
Fitzroy North Victoria

• Work in partnership with the PACFA Board and PACFA Office to advance the professions of counselling and
psychotherapy.
• Rewarding career opportunity.
• Competitive salary package.
About the Organisation
PACFA was established in 1998 as a national Federation of 34 Member Associations representing a wide range of
counselling and psychotherapy modalities.
About the Opportunity
This position is an exciting opportunity for an innovative Executive Officer to work in partnership with the PACFA
Board to coordinate the work of PACFA and to implement the strategic objectives of the PACFA Strategic Plan 2011 2015. PACFA currently employs four Office staff in addition to the EO position.
For more information, please contact Associate Professor Ione Lewis on 0407 224 567 or natpres@pacfa.org.au

Hanny Exiner Memorial Foundation
Research in Dance-Movement Therapy
GAMBLING ADDICTIONS COUNSELLOR
Sutherland Full - Time

Wesley Gambling Counselling Services is currently seeking the services
of an experienced Gambling Counsellor to work with people with gambling
problems and their families in a full time position at our Sutherland Office.

ESSENTIAL CRITERIA:
• Sound background and training in counselling, social work, or psychology
• Experience in addictions counselling
• An interest in and knowledge of problem gambling
• Membership of professional association (i.e. APS, PACFA, CAPA,)
• Experience in telephone crisis counselling
• Demonstrated experience in a broad range of therapeutic approaches
• Experience in working as part of a team
• Computer literacy (Microsoft programs including Outlook)
• Current drivers licence

DESIRABLE CRITERIA:
• Experience in working with people with gambling problems and
their families
• Experience and interest in community presentations
• Experience in facilitating education groups
This agency provides necessary training and regular clinical supervision
Salary and Conditions: based upon the SACS (State) Award
Initial Enquiries:

Australian Dance-Movement Therapy
Research Grants 2011
The Hanny Exiner Memorial Foundation is now
inviting applications for research grants in 2011
valued at up to $2,000.
The deadline for applications to be received
is Friday 25th March 2011.

For further information and application
documents go to: DTAA website: www.dtaa.org
email: dtaa@alphalink.com.au
phone Naomi Aitchison: (03) 9878 1602

write to: H.E.M.F Grant Applications,
Dance-Movement Therapy Association of Australia,
P.O. Box 641, Carlton South, Victoria 3053.
Trustee: – Dance-Movement Therapy Association
of Australia (DTAA)

Lydia Fournaris 041 9287 683

E-mail Applications: Lydia.Fournaris@wesleymission.org.au
Applications Close: 28th Feb 2011

page
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Melbourne Institute for Psychoanalysis
Models of the Mind Intro Course 2011
Beginning April 28th, 2011
Contact: Janet King ph: 03 9882 8628 Email: king@hyp.net.au
For further details please visit www.psychoanalysis.asn.au

Clean Language Australia announce the visit of

Penny Tompkins and James Lawley, developers of
Symbolic Modelling and experts in Clean Language.
Come and learn a groundbreaking approach being used in counselling,
psychotherapy and coaching. Using 9+ powerful questions to work with
clients’ self-generated metaphors to create lasting change.
Penny and James are the developers of Symbolic Modelling, which
incorporates the Clean Language of David Grove. Their book, Metaphors in
Mind, is the ﬁrst comprehensive guide to this approach. They are leaders in
the ﬁeld of self-generated metaphor for personal and professional
development, and have trained therapists, counsellors, coaches, managers
and teachers throughout the world.

Workshop Dates:
> Melbourne: 25th & 26th March 2011
> Sydney: 12th & 13th March, 9th & 10th April 2011.
Ask about the Retreat date.
For detailed information please email info@cleanlanguage.net.au
or call 0417 252619
www.cleanlanguage.net.au
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PARTNERS IN BETTER PSYCHOTHERAPY with Stan Korosi and Gabby Skelsey
(Both Stan Korosi and Gabby Skelsey are clinical members of CAPAV, PACFA MA)
Working with sex and intimacy - the fragility of life: How comfortable, confident and skilled are you in working with these
aspects? Partners in Better Psychotherapy present 2 day experiential workshops June and October 2011
www.betterpsychotherapy.com.au

The Conversational
Model of Psychotherapy
A six week Introductory course
NSW Writers’ Centre - Rozelle Hospital Grounds
Balmain Road, Rozelle NSW					

8 March - 12 April 2011
Enquiries to Anne Malecki (02) 9438 2005

Interactive Drawing Therapy (IDT)

“Working with imagery and metaphor to unlock
inner resourcefulness”
IDT courses have been rated highly by over 6,000 participants
•Professional, relevant, compatible, accessible
•Solid, innovative and immediately usable theoretical base
•Effective, safe, user-friendly, powerful, liberating

IDT FOUNDATION COURSE TRAINING 2011
City
Perth A
Adelaide A
Sydney A
Melbourne A
Brisbane A
Brisbane B
Sydney B
Adelaide B
Melbourne B
Brisbane C
Sydney C
Cairns
Canberra
Perth B
Hobart

Unit One
March 3-4
March 10-11
March 17-18
May 20-21
May 20-21
July 22-23
July 22-23
August 12-13
August 12-13
September 2-3
September 2-3
September 23-24
September 23-24
September 23-24
September 23-24

Unit Two
March 7-8
March 14-15
March 21-22
May 23-24
May 23-24
July 25-26
July 25-26
August 15-16
August 15-16
September 5-6
September 5-6
September 26-27
September 26-27
September 26-27
September 26-27

IDT secondary courses on offer: Advanced course; comprehensive Teacher
Training Program; our Professional Development Series (Working with Children
& Adolescents, Groups, Working at Depth, Couples, Family)
To register for our training courses or for more information:
Visit www.InteractiveDrawingTherapy.com
Email: idt@pl.net or Phone: +64 9 376 4789
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The Australian Childhood Foundation
proudly presents

2011 Professional Development Opportunities

Sensorimotor Psychotherapy Level 1
Applying somatic sequencing and body based approaches to trauma interventions
This 85 hour course is facilitated by experienced professionals from the Sensorimotor
Psychotherapy Institute who Director is Dr Pat Ogden (Trauma and the Body: A Sensorimotor
Approach to Psychotherapy, 2006)
th

Sydney commencing 17 May

*A workshop with Babette Rothschild (USA)

The Body Remembers

Practical therapeutic applications of the neurobiology of trauma
World renowned trauma therapist and author of five books including The Body Remembers
(2000) Babette Rothschild will present a practical 2 day workshop which will equip participants
with the principles and tools for reducing, containing and halting traumatic hyper-arousal.
Perth 13/14 June, Adelaide 16/17 June, Melbourne 23/24 June, Brisbane 27/28 June, Sydney 30 June, 1 July

*A seminar with Stephen Porges and Sue Carter (USA)

Polyvagal theory, oxytocin and the neurobiology
of love and attachment
Using the body’s social engagement system to promote recovery from
the experiences of threat, stress and trauma
Sydney 18/19 Oct, Brisbane 21 Oct, Melbourne 27/28 Oct, Adelaide 31 Oct, Perth 2/3 Nov

*Group discount and special fee for booking into both available

Vocational Graduate Certificate in Developmental Trauma
21910VIC

This 20 day face to face course was developed by the Australian Childhood Foundation, in response to an
identified industry need. This is the only Vocational Graduate Certificate in Australia to examine and apply
the emerging knowledge base about the neurobiology of trauma on working with and supporting children
and young people who have experienced abuse, neglect and family violence.
Victoria, Glen Waverley: 8 March – 14 October and Western Australia, Perth: 22 March – 7 October
http://www.childhood.org.au
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PACFA eNews Advertising Guidelines
PACFA eNews is the electronic newsletter from the Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia
published every month and also available on the PACFA website (www.pacfa.org.au).
Schedule of Issue 2011
January: Submissions received by 17th January for publication end of January
February: Submissions received by 14th February for publication end of February
March: Submissions received by 15th March for publication end of March
April: Submissions received by 15rd April for publication end of April
May: Submissions received by 15th May for publication end of May
June: Submissions received by 15th June for publication end of June
July: Submissions received by 15th July for publication end of July
August: Submissions received by 15th August for publication end of August
September: Submissions received by 15th September for publication end of September
October: Submissions received by 15th October for publication end of October
November: Submissions received by 15th November for publication end of November
December: Submissions received by 10th December for publication end of December
Bookings and Payment
Please provide your advertisement and booking form before the submission date as PACFA only accepts a limited
amount of advertising for inclusion in each issue of the PACFA eNews.
Rates
UNIT			

SIZE (width x height) PRICE

Full page		

20cm x 27cm		

$530 (Includes GST of $48.18)

½ page (horizontal)

20cm x 13.5cm		

$330 (Includes GST of $30.00)

½ page (vertical)		

10cm x 27cm		

$330 (Includes GST of $30.00)

¼ page 			

10cm x 13.5cm		

$150 (Includes GST of $13.64)

1/8 page		

5cm x 6.75cm		

$110 (Includes GST of $10)

Line items		

Up to three rows $55 (Includes GST of $5)

Special Offer for PACFA Member Associations
o All PACFA Member Associations may include details of forthcoming conferences and professional
development opportunities in the PACFA eNews. There is no cost to Member Associations for these line ads.
o Member Associations are entitled to a 10% discount on the advertised rates.

All advertising - both free and paid advertising – must be sent to enews@pacfa.org.au within the timeframe specified

Artwork
Artwork is to be sent to the PACFA office as an email attachment. Preferred document types: jpeg or pdf. For full Advertising Guidelines
please see the PACFA website: www.pacfa.org.au or email enews@pacfa.org.au
Submission of News and Articles
We welcome your feedback and input in the form of news, views, poetry, letters, articles etc. Please forward these to
Julia Bilecki at enews@pacfa.org.au
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